
BULLPHISH ID + GRAPHUS GO TOGETHER LIKE PB&J!
Create multiple layers of phishing defense for your users with BullPhish ID and Graphus. 
And now, enjoy unique advantages and time savings through the powerful new Drop-A-Phish 
integration between them.

Almost 90% of all security incidents are a result of human error. Cybercriminals constantly target organizations with 
phishing attacks designed to trick employees. Phishing emails aim to steal login credentials, perpetrate financial fraud or 
launch even more dangerous assaults like ransomware and account takeover.

To defend against ever-growing phishing risk, IT teams have to address it from different angles:

EMAIL SECURITY
BLOCK the vast majority of phishing emails from 
reaching end users so they never have to interact with 
malicious messages, reducing the risk of mistakes.

USER TRAINING & EDUCATION
TRAIN employees to spot phishing attempts that 
may slip through email security and to follow sound 
cybersecurity practices.

SOLUTION:
Graphus, an AI-based, anti-phishing email security 
solution that recognizes and stops even the most 
sophisticated social engineering attacks.

SOLUTION:
BullPhish ID, a security awareness training and 
phishing simulation solution that educates and 
protects every employee.

Add the powerful and profitable AI-based anti-phishing email defense from Graphus to 
your security stack:

 ĉ Protect your clients with patented AI technology that finds and blocks zero-day email-borne threats 
like social engineering, business email compromise and ransomware. 

 ĉ Alert end users to suspicious or unexpected messages by displaying an interactive warning banner 
on top of messages that lets them mark emails as safe or report them to IT in one click.

 ĉ Deploy in minutes via API. No time-consuming configurations, email rerouting or MX record changes. 

 ĉ Generate MRR fast with affordably priced email security perfect for any SMB customer. 

Deliver security awareness and compliance training and phishing simulation exercises 
with the affordable, automated BullPhish ID platform: 

 ĉ Gain access to a large library of security and compliance video lessons, updated with several new 
videos per month, on how to avoid cyberthreats like phishing and ransomware or comply with 
regulations including HIPAA, CMMC, PCI-DSS and PIPEDA. Leverage in-lesson quizzes to ensure 
knowledge was absorbed.

 ĉ Provide effective phishing resistance training with plug-and-play phishing simulation kits or 
customize the exercises to reflect specific threats faced by an organization.

 ĉ Educate geographically dispersed users with training videos available in 8 languages.

 ĉ Deliver easy-to-read, automated reports to demonstrate the value of training to clients.

 ĉ White label every aspect of the end-user training experience and keep your brand front and center 
with a branded training portal, custom URLs and reports featuring your or your client’s logo.



DROP-A-PHISH = NO MORE WHITELISTING!
The new Drop-A-Phish integration* between BullPhish ID and Graphus eliminates the need for 
domain whitelisting and ensures 100% campaign deliverability to your end users.

 ĉ Deploy phishing simulation exercises and security awareness training campaigns in a snap by forgoing 
the whitelisting of sending domains or IP addresses.

 ĉ The Graphus API allows BullPhish ID to drop phishing and training emails directly into end-user inboxes 
as opposed to sending them through the internet, saving you hours of whitelisting time.

Enabling the integration is easy:

 ĉ Log in to Graphus and copy the BullPhish ID 
API key in the Integrations tab.

 ĉ Log in to BullPhish ID and paste the API key 
in the Integrations tab.

 ĉ Once the API key is verified, BullPhish ID will 
sync all organizations with domains that exist 
in both Graphus and BullPhish ID. Whitelisting 
will then no longer be needed for those 
organizations.

 ĉ Need details? Here is an article on how to 
enable this integration.

Take advantage of the powerful new workflow integration between BullPhish ID 
and Graphus today by adding both solutions to your security stack. 

Contact your Account Manager today to learn more or schedule a 1:1 demo 
with a specialist. 

 *You must have subscriptions to both BullPhish ID and Graphus to enable this integration.

https://helpdesk.kaseya.com/hc/en-gb/articles/6937751190289-06-30-2022-How-to-Enable-Integration-with-Graphus

